Visendo Fax Server TIFF IFilter
TIFF IFilter enables searching for TIFF documents
based on text content. When loaded, TIFF IFilter
performs optical character recognition (OCR)
processing of TIFF images, and then it provides the
recognized text to the caller to build the search index.
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IFF IFilter focuses on text-based documents, which
means that searching will be more successful for
documents that contain clearly identifiable text (for
example, black text on a white background), and less
successful for documents that contain mixed content
(for example, artistic text or text inside of pictures).
Additionally, low-quality images and mixed languages
can negatively impact OCR processing, and
consequently, lower the quality of the search results.
IFF IFilter supports all TIFF documents that are
complaint with Adobe TIFF Revision 6.0 specifications,
and it includes the most frequent compressions (such
as LZW, JPG, CCITT v4, CCITT v6, and
uncompressed).
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Why use TIFF iFilter?
• Add full-text search and retrieval of image documents alongside Microsoft® Office and other electronic documents
• Search images along with electronic documents to speed up e-discovery tasks and find more business-critical information

IFilter Features

About Visendo

 With the TIFF iFilter, you can include TIFF images as
part of your full-text search query in Microsoft® Office
SharePoint® Server 2007, Microsoft Search Server 2008
Express and Microsoft Search Server 2008. The TIFF
iFilter uses ’s world-class, full-text OCR technology to
make it easier to find the information you need in a single
search query.

Visendo is an Independent Software Vendor (ISV)
specialized in internet systems integration on
Microsoft technologies. Visendo was one of the first
three Microsoft gold partners in e-commerce on the
German market which is the highest level for a
Microsoft partner.

 The TIFF iFilter uses the powerful OCR engine to
crawl SharePoint Server 2007 document libraries,
sources outside of MOSS, lists and shared folders, and
to extract the full text from image files and send the
results to Microsoft’s indexing engine. Once indexed, the
images can be searched using full-text queries through
SharePoint Server 2007, Search Server Express or
Search Server 2008.
 Text recognition accuracy is enhanced by pre-OCR
image cleanup features that improve search results by
increasing the index accuracy on poor- or low-quality
images.

For further information, please
visit us on:
 http://www.visendo.com
 Blog: http://www.blog.visendo.com
 Linkedin, Twitter, Facebook

With the Visendo Fax Server TIFF iFilter, you can include TIFF images as part of your full-text search query in
Microsoft® Office SharePoint® Server 2007, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express and Microsoft Search Server 2008

